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Abstract - In this paper, the impact ofprocess variation on
soft error vulnerability for nanometer VLSI circuits is
studied. Particle strike is modeled in SPICE as a current
source connected to the node of interest. Qcritical offour kinds
of circuits at different technology nodes is analyzed. Our
simulation result shows that process variation can make
Qcritical vary from -33.5% to 81.7% compared to the case
without considering process variation. Because of the
exponential dependence ofSER on Qcriticai, the result shows
significant impact ofprocess variation on SER. Gate length
found to be the most important variability source while the
influence ofthreshold voltage cannot be ignored.

I. Introduction

One of the challenges for SOC designers in nanometer
VLSI era is guaranteeing reliability [1]. Shrinking
geometries, lower supply voltage, higher frequencies, and
higher density circuits all have a negative impact on
reliability: the occurrences of chip soft errors increases due
to these factors. A soft error, which is also called single event
upset (SEU), is a circuit "glitch" caused by either alpha
particles (from radioactive impurities in device materials) or
high-energy cosmic ray induced neutrons [6][7]. For storage
elements (such as memory cells or latches), soft errors occur
when the collected charge Q at a storage node is greater than
a critical charge Qcritical which results in a bit flip at that
node. Qcrfticaj has been used as a measurement of the soft
error immunity by many researchers [6].

Process variation is another challenge for VLSI
designers when the chip feature size scales [2]. The
variations can be classified as inter-die variation (when
measuring the same devices on different chips) or intra-die
variation (when measuring the identical devices on the same
chip). These variations can cause identically designed
circuits to have significantly different characteristics (such
as delay or power). For example, it is shown that the leakage
current can vary from the target leakage current by 6.5x
when considering process variations [3].

Even though the impact of the process variation on
performance [5] or power [4] has been investigated by many
researchers, the influence of the process variation on soft
error vulnerability for nanometer VLSI circuits has not been
paid enough attention.

In this work, we analyze the impact of intra-die process
variation on the soft error vulnerability. Our experimental
result shows that gate length variation can make Qcriticalvary
from -33.5% to 81.7% compared to the case without
considering process variation. This amount of variation will
have a great impact on SER (soft error rate) of a circuit.

Our analysis also shows a method to circumvent the
computational complexity of Monte carlo analysis, because
Qcritical of some circuits will change with only a fraction of
all the variability sources monotonously and independently.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces our experimental setup. Section 3
present our results and discuss them in Section 3. We
summarize and conclude in section 4.

II. Experimental Setup

Particles that strike a semiconductor device deposit a
dense track of electron-hole pairs as they pass through a p-n
junction. Recombining of the deposited charge will form a
pulse of current with very short duration at the internal
circuit node. A waveform

(1)

can be used to approximate the shape of this current and
model the effect of particle strikes [9]. Ipeak refers to the
amplitude of the current, which determine the amount of
charge collected. zdx is the collection time constant, T
is the ion-track establishment time constant. These are
properties of the CMOS process used for the device.

In our experiment, particle strike is modeled in SPICE as
a current source connected to nodes of interest, as shown in
Figure 1. Storage elements at different technology nodes are
simulated using BSIM models [11]. BSIM parameters vary
such that the process variation of gate length, thickness of
the gate oxide, as well as the threshold voltage can be
evaluated respectively, and corresponding critical charge is
obtained.
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Figure 3. Transmission Gate Flip-Flop.

t
Figure 1. Experimental setup in SPICE: particle strike is
modeled as a current source I(t), causing the inverter output
has a voltage transient.

D
Four types of storage elements, including SRAM, TGFF,

C2MOSFF, and Dynamic Latch, are studied in our work.
These circuits were implemented and simulated in HSPICE
using 100 nm, 70 nm, and 45nm Berkley Predictive Model
[11].

Qcritical of SRAM was estimated at node VR (Figure 2),
TGFF at SI (Figure 3), C2MOS at S (Figure 4), and
Dynamic Latch at OUT (Figure 5), since these are the most
vulnerable nodes according to [12]. The impact of process
variation 'on Qcritical is evaluated under the assumption of
15% variation of gate length, 13% of threshold voltage,
and 5% of thickness of the gate oxide.

Figure 2. A 6T CMOS SRAM Cell.

Figure 4. C2MOS Flip-Flop.
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Figure 5. Dynamic transmission gate latch used in the Alpha
21 164 core logic [8].

III. Results and Analysis

The simulation results of SRAM, TGFF, C2MOSFF, and
Dynamic Latch are listed in table 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively.
Gate length found to be the most important variability
source while the influence of threshold voltage cannot be
ignored. The impact of gate oxide thickness induced
variation is negligible from the simulation results. Because
of the exponential dependence of SER on Qcritical, the result
shows significant impact of process variation on SER.
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TABLE I
SRAM

Lgate 1->0

0->1

Vth 1->0

0->1

Tox 1->0

0->1

45 nm

-33.5%081.7%
-33.6%050.2%

-10.6%o11.4%

-10.1%-10.8%

-0.1%00.2%

-0.5%00.5%

A. SRAM

70 nm

-21.1%-35.4%

-16.0%o19.4%

-8.9%o9.4%

-7.5%07.3%

-0.5%2 0.5%

-1.2%-1.0%

lOOnm

-23.4%o43.2%

-16.9%o20.5%

-9.8%010.2%

-8.1%-8.1%

-0.66%00.6%

-2.4%02.6%

TABLE II
TGFF

45 m 70 nm 100lm

Lgate 1->0 -29.3%-42.2% -19.7%-26.6% -22.2%-33.9%

0->1 -36.0%-54.2% -13.3% 15.7% -15.10%o18.4%

Vth 1 ->0 -9.1%-9.9% -10.3% 10.7% - 11.1%-11.6%

0->1 -12.4%o12.9% -7.0%-9.0% -9.0%-9.0%

Tox 1 ->0 -0.1%-~0.3% -0.8%-0.6% -1.4%--1.3%

0->l -0.7%-2.0% -0.6%-1.5% -1.8%-1.9%

TABLE III
C2MOS

45 m 70 mm 100lm

Lgate 1->0 -29. 1%-30.7% -19.4%/20.1% -23.4%-26.2%

0->l -31.0%-44.9% -13.3%-15.7% -18.6%-21.6%

TABLE IV
Dynamic Latch

45mnm 70OmnmI0lOnm

Lgate 1->0 -.4%19.0% -5.8%-5.8% -5.9%'15.5%

0->l -1 .0%-1 .2% -6.2%-5 .7% -6.3%'-5.5%

0->1 -0.3%-12.2% -1.0%-0.9% -0.7%-10.1%

Gate Length of every transistor can take the value 85% or
115% of the original gate length. It is interesting to find out
that the difference of Qcritzcai resulted from gate length
variation can be fitted to a linear expression. For example,
we can use

Qapproximate Kx (0.7186x 1h + 0.1740xL
-0.9663L3 +0.0502xL4)+C (2)

to approximate the variation of 70 nm SRAM in a 0-1 flip
on node VR. L1, L2, L3 and L4 corresponding to

M1, M2, M3 and M4 of Figure 2 respectively.
The linear relationship tells us that the 4 most important

variability sources affect Qcrztical independently. M3 is the
most important one, because it is the one recover the flip.
The coefficient is minus, because smaller gate length means
larger drain current.

The faster the feedback inverter pulls down the voltage of
VL, the smaller the Qcritical can achieve. So the sign of the
coefficient of M1 can be explained. M4 is the one that
pull up the voltage of VR, so its sign is opposite to that of
M3.

For 45 nm and 100 nm SRAM, we can use (3) and (4) to
estimate their Qcritica, respectively.

Qapproximate = Kx(0.2111xIh -0.0125xL2
-0.2345L3 +0.0286xL4)+C (3)

Qapproximate = Kx(0.0882xL +0.0220xL2
-0. 1274L3 +0.0027xL4)+C (4)

Threshold Voltage of each transistor can be fitted into a
similar relation. For 45 nm, 70 nm and 100 nm SRAM, the 3
equations are as follows.

Qapproximate = Kx(0.1347xL1 -0.0128xL2
-0.14664 +0.0106xL4)+C

Qapproximate = Kx(0.1313xLA-0.0074x 4
-0.1768L3 +0.0055xL4)+C

Qapproximate = Kx(0.2038xh -0.0065x4
-0.25064 +0.0017xL4)+C

(5)

(6)

(7)
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B. Transmission Gate Flip-Flop

Gate Length of the 6 transistors of the master stage found
to be more important than the rest for node Si. Both
transmission gates can be ignored. The slave stage can be
ignored as well. Actually, when we discard the slave stage,
Qcritical will not change much. That is because the slave stage
is not connected to SI directly.

The linear relation is also found here. Take 0-1 flip of 70
nm TGFF for example, equation (8) can be used to
approximate Qcrtical-

Qapproximate = Kx (O.6052xht -0.3695xL4
-0.3192; +±O.O199xL4
0. 1403xL5 +0.0987xL6)+C (8)

Similar result can be observed for Threshold Voltage
(equation (9)).

Qapproximate = Kx(0.1081xh -0.1056xL2
-0.0854L3 -O.0101xL4
-0.0284x4 +±0.0230xL6)+C (9)

C. C2MOS Flip-Flop

Gate Length of the 6 transistors of the master stage and 2
transistors of the slave stage found to be more important
than the rest. The result is different from TGFF, because the
2 transistors are connected to node S directly and gate
capacitance is large.

Threshold Voltage of the 6 transistors of the master stage
is more important than the others. For threshold voltage is
hard to affect the gate capacitance of the 2 transistors, their
threshold voltage can be ignored.
The linear dependence of Qcritical on Lgate and Vth is

observed here as well.

D. Dynamic Latch

Gate Length of the NMOS transistor of the inverter found
to be more important than the rest for 1-0 flip of node OUT.
Because the passgate can only affect the node capacitance
and its size is not very large compared to the inverter.

Threshold Voltage of each transistor will not introduce
much variation.

IV. Conclusions

We have studied the impact of process variation on soft
error vulnerability for nanometer VLSI circuits. These

circuits were implemented and simulated in HSPICE using
100 nm, 70 nm and 45nm Berkeley Predictive Model. Qcritical
of nodes of interest is estimated by connect the current
source to the node. Gate length found to be the most
important variability source while the influence of threshold
voltage cannot be ignored.

Our experimental result shows that gate length variation
can make Qcniticalvary from -33.5% to 81.7% compared to
the case without considering process variation. This amount
of variation will have a great impact on SER (soft error rate)
of a circuit. We also show a method to circumvent the
computational complexity of Monte carlo analysis, because
Qcritical of some circuits will change with only a fraction of
all the variability sources independently.
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